
Mentors wanted for Fuselab Go: 
Help shape the next generation of innovators
What is Fuselab Go?
Fuselab Go is a unique innovation boot camp for young 
people aged 15-18. Over two days of intensive workshops, 
activities and presentations we invite participants to escape 
the confines of everyday life as they are challenged to come 
up with innovative habitat solutions to help set up life on a 
newly discovered planet. 

This autumn we’re visiting the following locations:
• Aberdeen: 8/9 and 10/11 Sept
• Dundee: 14/15 Sept
• Glasgow: 17/18 and 23/24 Sept
• Edinburgh: 28/29 Sept and 30 Sept/1 Oct

Local experts are invited to attend on the second day of each 
session to act as mentors and help the teams to develop 
their ideas further. 

Types of mentor
We are looking for mentors from five different areas of the 
innovation process: 

• Engineers – to offer advice about materials and help 
participants create technical drawings of their ideas

• Product designers – to help participants create a 
computer generated model or physical prototype of 
their idea

•	 Graphic	designers	– to help participants create a logo 
for their brand

• Marketers – to help participants to create a campaign 
plan and marketing materials

• Business	strategists – to help participants to create a 
business plan and prepare a pitch

 
Each mentor will work with up to eight young people across 
four projects.

Why be a mentor?
Fuselab Go is an exciting opportunity to enthuse young 
people about the work that you do, inspiring them to pursue 
a similar career or and encouraging them to keep their 
options open for the future. 

It is also a fantastic way to challenge yourself: 

• Can you explain your job, and the skills required to do it, 
to a group of teenagers? 

• Can you adapt to a brief from any client? 
• Do you want to invest your time in helping cultivate the 

next generation of innovators and thought leaders? 
 
If the answer to all the above is an emphatic yes then please 
get involved. Contact the Fuselab Go team on 
fuselab@scifest.co.uk or call 0131 553 0320.

“Using the marketing 
knowledge I’ve 
accumulated over the years 
to help guide and advise 
Fuselab participants was 
an incredibly rewarding 
and enriching experience. 
The range of innovative 
and inventive ideas that the 
teams at Fuselab produced 
on the day was really 
impressive”. 
                                                                                                          
Sean Mahon,  
Affiliate Team Leader at Equator



What to expect
9:00–9:30	 Arrival	at	venue

You’ll be introduced to the other mentors and project 
facilitators before activities begin.

9:30–10:00   Introductions

Participants, facilitators and mentors gather in the main space 
for the first session of the day. You’ll give a short informal 
introduction to the full group. Tell everyone a bit about 
yourself, what your job involves and what you enjoy about it. 

10:00–10:30		 Masterclass	sessions

You’ll deliver a 20 minute masterclass to a small group 
of young people in your area of expertise. This informal 
session will help participants understand their role in the 
development of their groups ideas and should include:

• Helpful hints and tips
• Common mistakes to avoid
• Things to think about and discuss with their group
• Answers to any questions about their role

10:45–13:00  Individual	project	sessions	
  (4 x 10 minutes)

You’ll spend time with each group in one-to-one problem 
solving sessions:

• The participants should lead these sessions, you’ll 
ask questions and challenge their ideas to stimulate 
discussion and help them find answers 

• You’re also encouraged to use your knowledge and 
experience to advise them on useful things to research

 
13:00–13:45	 Lunch	provided	

13:45–16:00  Individual	project	sessions	
  (4 x 20 minutes)

A second, longer session with participants from each group; 
they’ll present their updated work and you’ll challenge their 
ideas and help them find solutions in the same format as 
before.

16:00–17:00	 Presentations

Everyone reconvenes and each group presents their pitch 
to the audience. You’re encouraged to engage with the 
presentations and ask questions during these sessions.

Any questions?
If you have any queries or would like to discuss the project 
further contact the Fuselab Go team on 

fuselab@scifest.co.uk	or call 0131 553 0320. 

You can also find out more at sciencefestival.co.uk/fuselab.

Fuselab Go is a project by Edinburgh International Science 
Festival, registered charity no. SC003790.


